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Blum TANDEMBOX Drawer Systems

Blum’s tried and tested TANDEMBOX systems
offer superior quality of motion and enable
you to fulfill a wide range of customer
requirements. The proven TANDEMBOX line
offers two different design styles to choose
from with TANDEMBOX intivo which exceeds
all design and functional expectations or
TANDEMBOX antaro for a sophisticated design
and minimalist style.

individuality and the next level of interior
design making kitchen, entertainment areas,
studies, wardrobes or bathroom cabinet
interiors unique. Flawless finishes of silk
white, terra black and stainless steel together
with design elements from any desired
material such as glass, timber or leather will
fulfill a personalised touch. There is a design
to suit any kitchen.

True to Blum’s philosophy of perfecting motion,
supporting functionality and creative design,
we continue to provide our customers with
differentiated product solutions and more options.

TANDEMBOX antaro enhances the industry
standard of TANDEMBOX drawer solutions and
complements the changing façade of furniture
design. TANDEMBOX antaro is the creation
of a more sophisticated design and modular
drawer system that provides more design
solutions to an increasingly competitive
market. The drawers’ silk white finish and
clear cut rectangular design highlights that
less is more. The pull-out side can be closed

TANDEMBOX intivo continues to service
customer tastes that are becoming more
sophisticated when it comes to furniture
fittings in their kitchen and their home.
TANDEMBOX intivo provides a solution
for customers looking to be able to create

using a metal or frosted glass design element
providing a sophisticated edge for kitchens.
One of the main principles to optimise space
in the kitchen is to equip base cabinets with
pull-outs instead of doors. They are far more
ergonomic, removing the need to bend down
to dig things out from the back of the cabinet.
Using pull-outs instead of doors ensures all
contents can be seen at a glance and are
easily accessible. In addition, optimal access
is made possible if interiors are well organised
with ORGA-LINE.
Blum’s TANDEMBOX drawer systems can be
fully extended to give users clear visibility
of all contents, and it is also possible to use
any design with Blum’s space saving cabinet
solutions; SPACE CORNER, SPACE TOWER
(pantry) and Sink Drawer.

Quality for the
Lifetime of the furniture.
Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded
under the Australian Consumer Law.
You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure
and compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss
or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired
or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the
failure does not amount to a major failure.
Blum will provide replacement products to the original
purchaser when any instructions issued by Blum have been
complied with, including without limitation, that the product
has not been subject to improper use, improper operation or
excessive load.

Quality for the Lifetime
of the furniture
Blum will be responsible for any expenses associated with
sending the replacement parts to your address [within
Australia]. Removal of the defective product and/or installation
of the replacement part is not covered under warranty.

Non-electrical components are covered by a lifetime warranty.
Blum’s goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law.
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TANDEMBOX OVERVIEW
TANDEMBOX intivo

Back Bracket Type

M

BOXCAP or BOXCOVER design element

Standard Drawer (BLUMOTION)

A.5

Standard Drawer (TIP-ON)

A

A.17

Back Bracket Type

Inner M
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Finishes available:

SW TB SS
Silk white

Terra black

St. steel

TANDEMBOX antaro

Inner Drawer (BLUMOTION)

A.13

Inner Drawer (TIP-ON)

A.21

Back Bracket Type

N

M

B

C

Square gallery rail

Frosted glass design element

Metal design element

Standard Drawer (BLUMOTION)

A.43

A.44

A.45

A.46

Standard Drawer (TIP-ON)

A.67

A.68

A.69

A.70

Back Bracket Type

Inner M

Inner C

Finishes available:

SW

Inner Drawer (BLUMOTION)

A.61

A.62

Silk white

Inner Drawer (TIP-ON)

A.77

A.78

Trade & Industrial Packs

Drawer Profile Type

Trade M

Industrial M

Trade L

Industrial L

Finishes available:

SW
Silk white
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Dimension data and specifications may change without notification
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Sink D

A.6

Syncro M

A.10

Classic M

A.8

A.9

A.18

Inner D

Space Tower

A.24
A.24

D

Sink C

A.49

Sink D

A.52

Syncro M&C

A.55

A.58

Syncro D

Classic M&D

A.59

A.60

A.73

Inner D

Space Tower

A.64

A.82

A.80
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Blum Runner Technologies
TANDEMBOX intivo and TANDEMBOX antaro programs can be used with all Blum motion technologies:
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